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ALLISON SPEAKS: Good morning ladies and gentlemen. —I am the mother of 4 children, including Ella. 

She is now 23 years old, and has almost completed her undergraduate degree in General Biology at 

UBC. Ella was born with bilateral retinoblastoma; she is legally blind. 

 

Because of her disability, she has faced more obstacles than most who are able-bodied. Ella and I have 

seen that many of these obstacles stem from human perception. Societies worldwide use more 

sophisticated technological tools, but we have found that the influence of adults still continues to be of 

great importance, which directly correlates with human perception. 

 

I am aware that many children with disabilities are never given the opportunity to challenge their limits, 

and their talents are never significantly developed. What, then, worked in our case? (PAUSE) We will 

pinpoint just a few of the threatened pitfalls, and how we dealt with them. Throughout the years, there 

was never a prescribed method in either perceiving or solving problems, but there are some overarching 

principles. 

 

First, we found it important to remember that each of us perceives the world through our own 

experiences, desires and self-perceptions. This was indicated as early has Ella’s grade 1 year, when the 

basics of reading were being taught. Increasingly, Ella would return from school upset, because the 

teacher had been cross with her. In talking with the teacher, I was told that Ella was lazy. But, I knew that 

“lazy” really didn’t describe her at all. When I pressed the teacher about Ella’s performance, she further 

explained by describing how Ella sometimes didn’t bother to turn the worksheets right side up to do them, 

or would skip some of the boxes and rows. I immediately thought that Ella’s worksheet problems were a 

result of her vision; and, I’ll also speculate that the teacher had not taken the time to consider that 

possibility.  She, like many of us, led a very busy life; in addition, she had had no previous experience 

teaching a child who was visually impaired. Therefore, I had to find a non-threatening way of approaching 

the situation that encouraged her first to see my daughter’s limitations, and then modify some of her very 

well established teaching strategies.  

 

Coincidently in the interim between the first and second conversation, for reasons completely unrelated to 

Ella’s education, I had her seen by a child psychologist. The evaluation produced some unexpected 

information, namely that Ella had trouble using her vision to find items when they were in unfamiliar 

locations, and when given only basic direction. This information was infinitely useful to my understanding 

of Ella’s limitations as it pertained to her learning new material in school. 

 

I applied this knowledge when I explained to the teacher that Ella needed to be shown the structure of the 

page, its top end and the rows and boxes. Consequently, Ella was able to learn all the material in grade 

one very well. My supposed “expertise” was accepted, a confrontation was avoided, and most 
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importantly, Ella did not have to bear the brunt of her teacher’s dissatisfaction. I explained Ella’s need for 

greater description many more times throughout her education. 

 

I was not always sure of the validity of some of that which I offered as an explanation in solving 

difficulties. But whenever I could, I gave my ideas with confidence because the perception of my 

supposed expertise was very important in initiating a collective will that enabled Ella’s learning; and Ella, I 

know, does the same at university. 

 

ELLA SPEAKS: All the accommodations that I have needed at UBC were organized through the disability 

resource center, where the limited staff are ever willing to help with every issue brought to them. 

Unfortunately, a problem I felt keenly as a pressured university student is that work was often done only 

on issues that I expressed, with solutions implemented based only on those I proposed. I feel it would be 

of greater benefit for others who are challenged, and are perhaps less assertive than me in expressing 

their needs, to have staff work to break down barriers that are evident, but have not been addressed by 

students.  

 

An example of a recent positive experience in this regard occurred at the Marine Centre where I studied 

this year.  There, all of my accommodations were channeled through the university program coordinator. 

Since there had not been a visually impaired student at the center before, there were many things that 

they didn’t understand or anticipate.  However, after I’d expressed all my concerns to this coordinator, 

she, as well as classmates, continually came to me with suggestions about how I could do things 

differently.   

 

ALLISON SPEAKS: Another challenge Ella continues to face is what I call the “you’ll do fine” attitude. 

This may not seem like much of a problem, because this statement seems to express confidence in a 

person’s ability. But, an understanding about how well things are going is relative to an individual’s 

personal experience and ability. Culturally-speaking, we are self-focused, and it is very easy for each of 

us to adapt this attitude when referring to someone else.  

 

Ella, for instance, shows physical confidence in spite of her vision, which sometimes works against her. 

As a result, people who first meet her cannot believe that she functions with the severe limitations she 

does, which has created serious obstacles. Consequently, I had to learn to connect the dots for teachers 

and counselors between the demands on Ella’s eyes and headaches, and Ella now uses similar 

strategies. In part, for example, I would tell them that when they saw Ella reading material with it 

extremely close to her face, she experienced physical stress. One only had to look at her scrunched up 

face to realize this. I would further emphasize that less stress equaled fewer headaches. Yes, Ella was 

doing the work and doing it well academically speaking, but it wasn’t without discomfort. This, then, 
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justified her need for enlarged print material, and demonstrated her inability to follow chalkboard 

presentations. And important, various accommodations were instituted to ensure Ella was able to follow 

visual presentations, albeit with occasional resistance. 

 

ELLA SPEAKS: Two of the accommodations I had had in high school were to have an exam reader and 

be allowed more time to write exams. I needed the same at university; not every professor readily 

accepted these needs. As recent as last semester, a professor appeared twenty minutes late to 

administer a quiz; I expressed my frustration because of the resultant loss of time, and the “you’ll do fine” 

statement was given. This occurred repeatedly throughout the semester to my increasing frustration, and 

I was never able to take full advantage of the allotted time. I must be clear, though, my continued 

frustration is not with the occasional disregard for any such accommodation, but when that disregard is 

continually repeated.    

 

Some solutions to problems can be very simple, but can also be perceived as my receiving special 

treatment.  While doing a condensed biology course, I had difficulty finding the time to transcribe notes 

from my tape recordings of the lectures, as I usually do to get all the lecture material---I was missing 

much information, and determined that the only way I could get it was if my instructor would lend me the 

notes that he had made for his lectures.  He suggested that I just do all my own background research for 

all the lecture topics, and if I couldn’t find the information that way, then he would give me his notes.  As it 

was, we were already working 14 hours a day, and I knew his solution was impossible!  A note taker 

doesn’t usually work for me, but after five weeks of frustration, and three days before the final exam, I had 

a rare find of excellent notes, which I used to study.  

 

ALLISON SPEAKS: None of what we mentioned here was formalized for us as “tips for advocacy” or for 

learning. We learned as we went, and in the process often felt uncomfortable and intimidated. Initially, I 

was labeled a radical. An itinerant teacher for the visually impaired was once told that she should tell me 

that my expectations for my daughter were far too high! Fortunately, I knew otherwise. Ella is often slower 

than others in completing a task, but she does the same job, and often at a high level.   

 

But, I am also aware and appreciative of all the other people who have become involved in our lives and 

been significantly influential in helping Ella and me along the way. Doctors Jack Rootman and Brenda 

Gallie are two, and there have been teachers, friends and a couple of significant people at the Canadian 

National Institute for the Blind. 

 

ELLA SPEAKS: It is vitally important that people like me have advocates; just as it is important to have 

professionals involved who are willing to establish trusted relationships and lend some influence. When I 

asked Dr. Brenda Gallie about possible summer student positions in her research lab, where I now work 
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as a summer student, as I did last year, her reaction was tremendously refreshing.  She was instantly 

enthusiastic--a significant leap of faith considering that when I had asked about a summer job, neither of 

us knew whether I would even be able to use a pipet! Her enthusiasm is especially significant when 

juxtaposed with the completely different responses I experience generally.  

   

When in unfamiliar situations, many of us do not know what we need to succeed, or what others might 

need. Although it is sometimes difficult, my mom and I have seen that it was important to let me try 

everything and explore my potential; there is a general reluctance to do this. I also realize that it is very 

important to understand that other people live busy lives. However, the reality exists that for a visually 

impaired person, success is in the details, and this takes time to consider. Invariably humor, 

understanding and education are very important to continued success and growth in all instances. 

 

ALLISON SPEAKS:  In all things, we must look at the results of our decisions, efforts and interactions. In 

so doing, I’ve learned how important the giving of my time is in any situation; and, sometimes this means 

taking the time to think of how others function from their point of reference. If everyone were to keep this 

in mind, perhaps all children would have the same opportunities as Ella.   

 

 


